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Session Agenda
●

Presenter introductions and session overview.

●

Discussion with Kathy Ritch (Indian River School District)
○ Which pre-implementation steps paid off the most during go live?
○ Which pre-implementation steps would you have done differently?
○ What internal process changes were made to better take advantage of Focus payroll?
○ What tips and insights would you give to a payroll manager about to start implementation?

●

Focus setup considerations for implementation
○ Calendar start dates vs pay type end dates
○ Pay schedules are needed for every pay type
○ Employee benefit start and end date processes might need to change.
○ Percentage based supplements (differentials), plus premium vs non-premium
○ Employees who log hours in multiple facilities need a “flex” pay type.
○ Discussion of wage recovery and how to limit the recovery.
○ Miscellaneous pay codes and how they are reported in survey.

●

Questions and Answers

Discussion with Kathy Ritch
●

Background
Kathleen Ritch, CPP
Payroll Manager
Indian River School District

●

Implementation Discussion Points
○ Which pre-implementation steps paid off the most during go live?
○

Which pre-implementation steps would you have done differently?

○

What internal process changes were made at the district to better take advantage of Focus payroll?

○

What tips and insights would you give to a payroll manager about to start implementation?

Implementation Setup Considerations
Calendar start dates vs pay type end dates
When setting up calendars in Focus (Payroll > Maintenance > Main Tables > Calendars) the first
working day must be set by the user as the Start date. Based on the start date, the number of days
in the calendar, and the selected holidays the end date is derived. When setting up a pay type
(Payroll > Maintenance > Main Tables > Pay Types) a calendar is linked to the pay type, this
implicitly defines the first working day for the pay type but the last work day is also defined at the
pay type level. This means that multiple pay types can share a calendar as longs as each pay type
has the same start date and the same paid/unpaid days. Each pay type linked to the calendar
could have a different end date. If any ofStay
those on
are different
then aFocus.
different calendar must be
task with
setup for the pay type.
System-wide workflow and custom

approval
groups so you always know where you
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Collaborate and Communicate
Focus Messenger promotes academic achievement on and off campus
Pay schedules are needed for every pay type
Pay schedules (Payroll > Maintenance > Pay Schedule) are required for every pay type in the system. A pay schedule is
very important because it defines when each pay type (pay group) is paid throughout the year. This allows for the
system to calculate the remaining number of pays for a pay type on any given date. One way pay schedule are use are
for late start calculations, for example if an employee starts mid-month the system needs to know how many checks
he/she will receive to accurately calculate the period pay (per check amount). The same is true for a future
terminations. The pay schedule is also use for reporting.

🔷 Did you know? - Focus has a full sick bank, leave transfer, and leave donation management system.
Human Resources > Leave Maintenance > Bank (Tab) and Employee (tab)

Payroll Run Pay Dates and the Employee benefit enroll and drop date controls processing.
When processing a payroll run, an employee benefit will be processed if it was active at least one day
during the pay period. This means if the benefit starts or ends with in the pay from/to date range it
will be processed. Some payroll system are driven off the check date, which may be out side of the
pay period date range. If a district is coming from a system like this, and internal process change will
need to be put in place to insure that the correct start and end dates are used.

🔷 Did you know? - There is a system setting to ignore the benefit enrollment date. This
is used by districts that want to record the benefit effective date (usually 30 days after
employment starts) in the Enrolled date field, but the benefit still needs to be processed by
the payroll prior to that date.
Setup -> Settings > Payroll > General Settings > Ignore Deduction Enrollment Date

Percentage based supplements
Percentages based supplements are a new type of supplement supported by the Focus payroll system. A supplement
can be setup as a percentage of the employee’s base contract plus optionally other supplements. For example an
employee might be eligible for 10% more pay for being on a committee. This 10% additional pay could be based on
his/her base contract and other supplements.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set the “Base” type to “Percentage of contract”
Set the percentage in the “Perc” column
Any supplement with a contract amount can be defined as a “Standard” or a “Premium” supplement in the
“Append Type”column
Check the “Standard” or “Premium” checkboxes in the “Add Supplement” column to include supplements that
are marked as “Standard” or “Premium” in the percentage calculation.

“Flex” Pay Types
When defining pay types in the Focus system there is an option to specify that a pay type has “Flex” facilities.
Checking the “Flex Facility” checkbox for a pay type will allow employees in that pay type to have hours recorded
for them not just at the facility tied to their job (which is the standard procedure), but they can have time
recorded at any facility. This is commonly done for substitute pay types. This means that instead of setting up a
unique job for each facility/school that a sub might work at they can have just one job setup (usually with a
generic facility #) and time from any facility can be collected.

🔷 Did you know? - You can mark an allocation as a “Placeholder” only and if a user tries to process a
payroll with that allocation the calculator will catch it as an error.

Automatic Wage Recovery
The Focus payroll system has an automatic wage recovery system built into the payroll system. This means that
employees who take excessive days off to the point where their dock pay exceeds their normal salary will be
tracked with in the system. District staff who may have had to track and recoup this overage manually in the
past can now use the the wage recovery system to manage these scenarios. This may change internal
processes with in the district.
Navigation: Payroll > Run Payroll > Wage Recovery

The “Explain” button will show the user which run
the employee went into an overage on and by
now much

The “Adjust” button will
allow the overage to be adjusted
+/- any amount along with an
optional description.

Misc Pay and State Reporting
Additional pays outside of employees contract is processed on the Payroll > Misc Pay (Tab). Some of these
additional pays are required to be reported to the state as additional compensation. The easiest way to handle
this is to setup “Misc” codes (Setup > District Codes > Misc code) to default the reporting type in. The
“Supplement” dropdown is where reporting type is set.

In addition the “Supplement” reporting type can be set/overridden at the employee level when the misc pay is
entered into the system.

🔷 Did you know? - You can now set the supplemental tax rate within Focus, no programming
required.
Setup -> Settings > Payroll > General Settings > Supplemental Tax Rate

Questions?

